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PRESS RELEASE 
 

 

ITQ wins Today’s Traveller Award 2016 for Best Technology Solution Provider 
 
 

Aug 4th 2016: InterGlobe Technology Quotient (ITQ) has been awarded the 'Best Technology Solution 
Provider' title at Today's Traveller Award 2016 held in New Delhi on August 01, 2016. The ceremony was 
attended by Sh. Vijay Goel, Minister of State (IC), Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports, and presided over by Sh. 
Vinod Duggal, Former Governor, Manipur, Union Home Secretary, Member National Disaster Management 
Authority who presented the 10th Annual Today’s Traveller Awards 2016.  
 
The title of Best Technology Solution Provider in the tourism domain places ITQ at the forefront, reestablishing 
its status as a 'game changer' of the industry. Our ground breaking technology has changed the face of travel in 
the last few decades. Not only have we succeeded in redefining travel commerce, but also played an important 
role in making travel selling easier and more consumer oriented. This award highlights the innovation we have 
brought in the arena.  
 
Commenting on this latest achievement, Sandeep Dwivedi, Chief Commercial Officer, InterGlobe 
Technology Quotient, said, " This award goes to the entire team of ITQ who have made it a point to make 
travel business smarter through the introduction of advanced technology. Today, travel is not related to just 
paying and visiting places, it has become a personal experience for travellers where customization and 
personalized touch play vital role. With our advanced platform and set of sophisticated tools, we are enabling 
travel consultants to provide that and a lot more." 
 
 
About ITQ 
 

InterGlobe Technology Quotient (ITQ), a strategic business unit of InterGlobe Enterprises is a leader in aviation, hospitality 
and travel related services, contributing to the growth of market through innovation and service leadership by building 
businesses and represent global brands that deliver quality and value. 

 
ITQ  is  an  official  distributor  of  Travelport  in  6  markets  across  Asia  Pacific  region  including  India  and  Sri  Lanka. 
Headquartered in Gurgaon, the company provides cutting edge travel technology solutions with unmatched inventory options 
to its customers helping them increase their productivity and business efficiency. With an extended network over 500 cities 
having 20 dedicated offices and 14 REPs, InterGlobe Technology Quotient reaches out to over 12,500 agency locations, 
has a nationalised service centre and 16 training centres with state-of-the-art infrastructure and facilities matching 
international standards. 
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